
Jewish Expropriated Government 
 
"A nation can survive its fools...but it cannot survive treason from 
within. An enemy at the gates is less formidable, for he is known and 
carries his banner openly. But the traitor moves amongst those within 
the gate freely, his sly whispers rustling through all the alleys, heard in 
the very halls of government itself."   (Cicero) 
 
by Earl P. Holt III 
 
Ever since the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia, Marxist Jews in the U.S. 
have worked ceaselessly to subvert America and deliver us into the 
international socialist orbit.  They have approached this goal by 
discretely insinuating themselves into the U.S. federal government, with 
the purpose of expropriating it for the sinister purposes of their own 
tribe and ideology.  They've always recognized that a white and Christian 
nation -- founded on the principle of God-given rights and liberties -- 
stood as THE primary impediment to achieving their grand designs. 
 
Their treason should come as no surprise:  Marxist Jews comprised the 
vast majority of the many hundreds of federal employees who 
treasonously spied for Stalin during the Roosevelt and Truman 
Administrations.  (Footnote #1)  They also embodied the vast majority of 
those involved in the attempted "putsch" against President Trump, using 
the phony "Russia Collusion" charges orchestrated and funded by 
Crooked Hillary.  (Footnote #2)  They also constituted the vast majority 
of liars and traitors who knowingly impeached Trump twice on the basis 
of falsified charges.  (Footnote #3)  And, they are now engaged in an 
equally treasonous conspiracy to imprison Donald Trump and prevent 
him from returning to office.  
 
Every one of these Marxist Jews has at least one characteristic in 
common:  they are pathological liars, for whom LYING AND 



SUBVERSION ARE THEIR STOCK-IN-TRADE.  Their influence can be 
found throughout the halls of government as members of New 
Communist Party of the USA (NCPUSA,) often erringly called the 
"Democrat" Party.  They are found among the Jews' Media, NCPUSA 
politicians, corrupt members of the Biden Administration, or NCPUSA 
operatives who will reliably do the bidding of their Jewish-dominate 
organization. 
  
JEWS' MEDIA:   America's Jews' Media is merely the public relations wing 
of the misnamed "Democrat" Party.  Beginning in 2016, JEWISH 
slanderers and their Jews' Media organs KNOWINGLY parroted false and 
libelous allegations that Donald Trump "colluded" with Russia to steal the 
2016 presidential election.   Those charges against Trump have been 
conclusively proven to be false, and the product of a conspiracy by Hillary 
Clinton and Debbie WassermYn-Schultz, then-Chairman of the DNC.  
The Jews' Media's role was to create the illusion of "third-party 
confirmation" of the contents of Hillary's bogus "Steele Dossier," by 
publishing its lies as if they were "validations" or "corroborations" from 
third-party sources.  Their lies were then cited by crooked cops at the FBI 
and DOJ to obtain FISA Warrants to continuously spy on Donald Trump 
and his advisors, before, during and after the 2016 presidential election.  
 
Jeffery GYldberg of The Atlantic, Michael IssikYff of Yahoo! News, 
David CYrn of Mother Jones, Miriam EldYr and Mark SchYofs of 
Buzzfeed, and David IgnYtius of the Washington Post all collaborated in 
the dissemination of the phony Steele Dossier.  Their contacts in the 
Clinton Campaign who handed them the Steele Dossier were:  A State 
Department bagman of Hillary Clinton's named Jonathon WinYr;  An 
equally sleazy Clinton operative and bagman named Sidney BlumYnthal; 
And Clinton lawyer Michael SussmYnn at Perkins-Coie.  All knowingly 
participated in a treasonous criminal conspiracy to destroy a duly-
elected president, and obligingly published Hillary's lies without ever 
divulging their sources or the chain-of-custody by which they were 



acquired.  Meanwhile, Trump has been conclusively exonerated of those 
false charges levelled by his enemies. 
  
NCPUSA POLITICIANS:  The most shameless liar in America -- and there's 
plenty of competition -- has to be Adam SchYff (D-Mendacity.) As a 
member of the House Select Intelligence Committee in 2017 and 2018, 
Schiff listened to secret and sworn testimony that consistently 
exonerated President Trump of all those phony "Russia Collusion" 
charges.  However, he repeatedly emerged from closed testimony to 
stand in front of the Jews' Media's cameras to lie nearly 300 times that 
he had seen "conclusive evidence" of Trump's guilt.  (It's a quirk of House 
Rules that members can safely LIE about secret testimony before the 
committee, but cannot ACCURATELY divulge such testimony!)  No such 
evidence ever existed and this pathological liar was still appointed  
Chairman of the House Select Intelligence Committee by Speaker Nancy 
Pelosi after the NCPUSA stole the 2018 election. 
 
In contrast to its stated mission, the January 6 Committee was merely a 
"Democrat" version of Stalin's Moscow Show Trials, and was assembled 
for the same purpose as its earlier inspiration in 1930s Moscow.  In both 
cases, their intent was to destroy the political opponents of would-be 
totalitarians, who pursue power by persecuting and prosecuting their 
political opposition with false and unsubstantiated charges.  To ensure 
there was never even a veneer of fairness observed by the committee, it 
was stacked with traitorous JEWS, whose lack of ethical standards clearly 
resemble those of Josef Stalin or his prosecutor, Andrey Vyshinsky.  
These include Adam SchYff (D-Mendacity,) Jamie RaskYn (D-Moscow,) 
Elaine LurYa (D-Zion,) and Zoe LofgrYn (D-Hideous.) 
 
Meanwhile at the state level, corrupt Jewish governors like Tom WYlfe 
of Pennsylvania arrogantly violated their state's election laws by ordering 
mass-mailed ballots sent to every name on their state's list of voters, 
using the COVID "emergency" as his excuse.  They were sent to just about 



anyone who had voted in Pennsylvania in the prior two decades.  This 
allowed the votes of dead people, fictitious voters, those who moved 
elsewhere, illegal aliens, and duplicate voters to help steal the 2020 
national election.  These fraudulent ballots were then harvested by the 
NCPUSA's political operatives -- funded by George SorYs-- before being 
counted.  Wolfe created the necessary conditions for an estimated 
275,000 fraudulent votes to be cast in a state that Biden supposedly 
"won" by less than 82,000 votes. 
 
 

 
 
 
NCPUSA OPERATIVES:  The vile communist Jew, George SorYs, has 
spent billions of dollars working to destroy America by funding Black 
Liars Murder and Antifa rioters in BLUE cities.   He also lavishly funded 
the elections of about 80 traitorously corrupt black and communist 
district attorneys in counties with large populations of violent black 
felons.  The fruits of Soros' labors have been skyrocketing violent crime 
rates in EVERY county where a Soros-funded DA is in office.  These DAs 
refuse to prosecute a long list of crimes, and rarely request adequate bail 
even for dangerous and violent criminals.  Like most Jewish communists, 



the goal of Soros is to overwhelm our criminal justice system by creating 
enough chaos that his ilk can seize power in a communist and Jewish 
putsch, much like his heroes did during the Bolshevik Revolution. 
  
Mark ZuckerbYrg is an arrogant and self-righteous Jewish traitor who  
spent $419 Million of his personal funds to help steal the 2020 
presidential election.  He managed this by funding a variety of illegal 
practices among NCPUSA operatives that facilitated massive voter fraud 
in many "swing" states.  He illegally funded collusion between county 
election officials and Soros-funded operatives, who then engaged in all 
kinds of corrupt and illegal election tactics, such as paying n*ggers to 
vote early and often.  He also funded the placement of mass-mail ballot 
depositories in BLUE areas to facilitate NCPUSA's practice of "ballot-
harvesting" tens-of-millions of fraudulent mass-mailed ballots cast by 
dead people, illegals, and fictitious or duplicate voters.  Also, prior to the 
2020 Presidential Election, Facebook censored any mention of Hunter 
Biden's laptop, because it contained conclusive proof that the Biden 
Family Crime Syndicate was selling Joe Biden's influence (and probably 
Classified Documenys) all around the globe. 

Jews like Randi WeingYrten -- President of the American Federation of 
Teachers -- have played a major role in destroying public education.  They 
have substituted Marxist indoctrination for knowledge about the 
principles and values that define Western Civilization.  They have also 
created an inverse correlation between spending and learning, where 
skyrocketing costs are accompanied by rapidly declining objective 
measures of academic achievement.  They also reflexively oppose any 
true reforms that would actually improve public education, such as 
charter schools, school choice, outlawing teachers' unions, waiving 
"teacher certification," and chloroforming the federal Department of 
Education.  With the assistance of their allies at the Department of 
Education, Marxist Jews have done for public education what Norman 
Bates did for motel showers. 



Moreover, U.S. taxpayers have unwittingly funded the NCPUSA's political 
campaigns for years, through the criminal misappropriation of Foreign 
Aid money.   Billions in U.S. Humanitarian Aid sent to the Ukraine to 
defend against Russia's invasion were laundered by Ukrainian officials 
through Sam BankmYn-Fried's FTX Corporation, and then returned to 
NCPUSA office-holders and candidates in U.S. elections.  Bankman-Fried 
became the second largest contributor to the NCPUSA in 2022 -- right 
after fellow Jew, George SorYs -- by contributing $40 Million.  It's no 
coincidence that tens of billions in U.S. Humanitarian Aid to the Ukraine 
remain unaccounted for since the war began.  Much of it took the form 
of "dark" money contributions to the NCPUSA that can't be traced.  As 
author Peter Schweizer has emphasized (paraphrase,) "the Ukraine has 
been a playground for the Democrat Party for years."  That's why the 
NCPUSA felt the need to send so many Congressional Delegations to 
Ukraine once the war began:  they needed reassurance that the flow of 
dark money would continue. 
 
U.S. Humanitarian Aid  ==>  Ukraine  ==>  FTX  ==>  Democrats 

 
 
BIDEN'S NCPUSA ADMINISTRATION:  Biden's Jewish Attorney General, 
Merrick GYrland, has weaponized the DOJ and FBI to an unprecedented 
extent.  His DOJ has relentlessly targeted Donald Trump, Trump's loyal 
supporters, traditionalist Catholics, and parents of public school students 
who protest leftist curricula at school board meetings.  The DOJ under 
Garland has also treasonously collaborated with social media platforms 
like Facebook and Twitter to censor those who criticize the insanity and 
treachery of the Biden Administration and the NCPUSA.  Like most of his 
tribe, he is a pathological liar who has lied and perjured himself many 
times before Congress.  

It was recently exposed by IRS whistleblowers that Delaware's Jewish 
U.S. Attorney, David WeYss -- and his Jewish Assistant U.S. Attorney 



named Leslie WYlfe -- have engaged in multiple acts of obstruction of 
justice in their sham investigation of Hunter Biden's numerous felonies, 
and the sale of his father's influence to benefit the Biden Family Crime 
Syndicate.  They slow-walked the investigation for FIVE YEARS, to allow 
the statute of limitations to run out on some of Hunter Biden's crimes.  
One or both of them even tipped-off Biden's lawyers that a search 
warrant was about to be executed on Hunter Biden's personal storage 
unit in Virginia, which allowed him to hide whatever evidence of his 
crimes were stored there.  Meanwhile, Weiss and Wolfe have done 
everything in their power to insulate "The Big Guy" from his role in the 
family's international influence-peddling scheme that extends to China, 
Ukraine, Romania, Russia, China and Mexico.  Merrick Garland and many 
of the Jews in his DOJ are more corrupt than most of the white-collar 
criminals they investigate and prosecute.  

Similarly, over the past two-and-a-half years, America has witnessed an 
illegal and unprecedented, immigration invasion of our southern border 
by  the dregs of the Third World.  Its architect is Biden's Jewish Homeland 
Security chief, Alejandro MayYrkas, who has repeatedly lied to Congress 
by claiming the border is "secure."  By abandoning Trump's Wall and his  
"Remain in Mexico" policy, Mayorkas has enticed 8 million illegals to 
enter the U.S. by showering them with "resettlement funds," free 
healthcare and cell phones.  He has also secretly transported them all 
across the nation and released them into the U.S., receiving dubious 
promises they will show up for their court date four years in the future.  
Mayorkas and his fellow NCPUSA members intend to eventually grant 
these illegal aliens full citizenship, including the right to vote and serve 
on juries.  

As a Federal Reserve Board member and its eventual Chairwoman, Janet 
YellYn participated in the purchase of $11 Trillion worth of Electronically 
Traded Funds by the Fed in order to prop up the anemic economy of 
Barack Hussein Obama.  This meant that an additional $11 Trillion was 



pumped into equities markets during the Obama Regime to create the 
false impression that his Marxist "economic policies" were succeeding.  
Later, as Biden's Treasury Secretary -- in an ironic example of true "gas-
lighting" -- this lying Jew participated in Biden's expenditure of $10 
Trillion in only two years, and has added $5 Trillion to federal deficits that 
must be monetized by the Fed.  Yet, Yellin kept repeating the 
administration's official mantra that Biden's 10% inflation rate was 
"transitory," which was a bald-faced lie.  Janet Yellin proves that if you 
need someone to tell a really big lie, get a Marxist Jew to do it. 
  
What is often referred to as the "Deep State" is really the sinister 
subversion and expropriation of the federal government by  America's 
Jewish Marxists.  Each of the incidents and anecdotes described above 
exposes a treasonous but unrelenting effort on the part of Marxist Jews 
to gradually seize control of American  government, and implement the 
"New World Order" they have pursued since the Bolshevik Revolution 
first brought Lenin to power.   
 
FOOTNOTES: 
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